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Biological Context



Physiologically structured populations

The term “physiologically structured population models”
refers to large system size limits of individual based models where

  individuals are differentiated by ‘physiological’ states,
   e.g.  x = (size, age),  referred to as i(ndividual)-states,

  the world in which these individuals ‘live’ is characterized by
   a set of variables collectively called environmental condition,
   to be denoted as  E.

Aside: In the deterministically oriented literature the large system
size limits are taken for granted.   
The only proof for a non-age based model:      
Metz JAJ & Tran VC (2013) Daphnias: from the individual based model to the large
population equation. J Math Biol 66: 915-933.



(Most common) i-level model ingredients

 a set of feasible i-states: 
 a rate of i-state change:   g(x,E),
 a death rate:      µ (x,E),
 a birth rate:         β (x,E),

 !" !m ,!m < #,

Consequence:  For a given E,  individuals are independent
(except for a  dependence of their birth state  on the state of their parents),
and hence the dynamics of the p-state is linear.

 n !M(")p(opulation)-state:  in general                       , the space of regular
Borel measures on Ω  (but often we can use                     ).n !L1(")

with as values
measures on Ω .



Determining the environmental condition

c(c(ommunityommunity)-state )-state   spacesspaces    are are   products products   of  of    thethe
state  spaces  of  the state  spaces  of  the  comprised  species comprised  species                                ,  ,  
times  the state spaces  of any  non-living resources.times  the state spaces  of any  non-living resources.

Community models are sets of population modelsCommunity models are sets of population models
coupled through a common  coupled through a common  EE..

⇓⇓

Mass action principleMass action principle::  Generally  E  can be calculated
by applying a linear map to the c-state.

Example: A predation pressure equals the sum of the predation
pressures exerted by all individuals in the community.



PSP versus ODE models

 The population dynamical behaviour of individuals almostThe population dynamical behaviour of individuals almost
never can be captured in terms of a finite number of i-states.never can be captured in terms of a finite number of i-states.
Yet, ecological discourse is dominated by ODE models.Yet, ecological discourse is dominated by ODE models.
Question: Can these models ever be justified from the more
realistic PSP perspective?

 In community biology, PSP models become too difficult to
handle for more than two or three species.
Question: Are there relevant choices of model ingredients
for which a PSP model can be represented by (few) ODEs?

 To answer these questions we looked at populations as
state-linear input-output operators,  with E  as input
and as output  the population’s contribution to  E,  plus
anything that ‘a client’ may want to keep track of.



Example 1:  Biomass based models
Consider a size-structured population,   with individual size (biomass)
denoted as x, starting from a birth size xb, individual growth rate g(x,R),
R a resource density, per capita birth rate β(x,R) and per capita death
rate µ(x,R).
If

             (*)

the population biomass B  per unit of ‘volume’ satisfies

xb!(x,R) + g(x,R)
x

" µ(x,R) = v(R),

dB
dt

= v(R)B.

Integrating this term over the biomass density,  x n(t)(x),  gives the change in
biomass

Proof:  The left hand side of (*) equals the contribution to the change in population
biomass by an individual of size  x,  expressed as fraction of its own biomass.

               (per unit of area/volume, if the system size is measured as area/volume).



Example 1:  Biomass based models
Consider a size-structured population,   with individual size (biomass)
denoted as x, starting from a birth size xb, individual growth rate g(x,R),
R a resource density, per capita birth rate β(x,R) and per capita death
rate µ(x,R).
If

             (*)

the population biomass B  per unit of ‘volume’ satisfies

dB
dt

= v(R)B.

If in addition  the focal population affects all other populations only
through its biomass  B   and ‘the client’ is only interested in  B,  
B  can represent the focal population in a dynamically sufficient manner.

xb!(x,R) + g(x,R)
x

" µ(x,R) = v(R),



Example 2:  ‘Daphnia’

Let  size be represented by length,  starting from a size at birth  xb,
with   growth rate  g(x,R) = δ f(R) - ε x,
         per capita birth rate β(x,R) = α f(R)x2,
         per capita death rate µ,
and   per capita resource consumption  f(R)x2.

Define

that is,  N0  is total population size,   N1 total population length,
N2 total population surface area,  N3  total population biomass.

Ni (t) := xin(t)(x)dx.
xb

xmax

!

(The underlying assumption is that individual biomass scales as  x3,  and
length as  x2, mass intake is proportional to surface area  and  metabolism
to biomass. ( In biology this is referred to as Von Bertalanffy growth.)



Example 2:  ‘Daphnia’
Then dN0

dt
= ! f (R)N2 " µN0 ,

dN1
dt

= xb! f (R)N2 + # f (R)N0 " (µ + $)N1,

dN2

dt
= xb

2! f (R)N2 + 2# f (R)N1 " (µ + 2$)N2 ,

dN3

dt
= xb

3! f (R)N2 + 3# f (R)N2 " (µ + 3$)N3,

etc.
Proof: The differential equation for N0 is obvious. So is the 1st term in the differential equation for N1.
For the 2nd term, observe that g(x,R) = δf(R)-ε x. The 1st term is size independent. This makes all
individuals of the population increase their length at a rate δf(R).
The ε in the 3rd term derives from the 2nd term in g. Accounting for the x when doing the integral over
n gives N1. 
The differential equations for the other Ni  follow in a similar manner.

(*)



Example 2:  ‘Daphnia’
Then dN0

dt
= ! f (R)N2 " µN0 ,

dN1
dt

= xb! f (R)N2 + # f (R)N0 " (µ + $)N1,

dN2

dt
= xb

2! f (R)N2 + 2# f (R)N1 " (µ + 2$)N2 ,

dN3

dt
= xb

3! f (R)N2 + 3# f (R)N2 " (µ + 3$)N3,

etc.

If the only other component of the community is an unstructured resource,
and no further population output is wanted than its total biomass per unit of
volume,  (*)  can be combined with  dR/dt = h(R) -f(R)N2  into a
dynamically sufficient representation of the community model.

(*)



Mathematics



The mathematical question

starting point:

the population model

E:            time course of the environmental condition
UE(t, s):  (positive) linear state transition map
s, t:    initial time, final time
O(E(t)):  linear output map



The mathematical question

Under what conditions on the model ingredients is it possible to
complete the diagram in the following manner  (for all E, t, s)

P:            linear map
ΦE(t, s):  linear state transition map
Q(E(t)):  linear output map

(differentiable with
respect to t)



The output map

The ouput cannot be captured by an ODE when the space spanned
by the output vectors at fixed times is not finite dimensional.

Moreover, as will become clear later on, the            should
be sufficiently smooth.

 ! i (E) :"# !

 
! (E) = " 1(E),…," q (E)( )T .

Hence, ODE representability implies that there is a  q  such that
the output y(t) ∈ Rq,  and that,  dropping the (t) to diminish clutter ,

with

y = O(E)n

!!!= n,! (E) = ! (E)(x)n({dx})
"
#



The reduction map P

As with the outputs, ODE representability implies

with 

and the  Ψi  sufficiently smooth, to allow

   (                 ).

Pn = n,!

 ! = ! 1,…! k( )T ,!!!!! i :"# !,

dN
dt

= K(E)N N = PN ,!!!K(E(t)) = d!E (t, s) dt s= t

Finally, we should have
O(E) = Q(E)P.

First note that, thanks to the linearity of  U and  O,  we can
without loss of generality assume  P,  Φ  and  Q  to be linear.



The main tool

The backward operator:
(Describes the behaviour of the clan averages                      defined by

n(t,s,δxs
) the p-state resulting at  t  from a p-state δxs

 at  s.)

! (s,t,! )(xs ) = ! (x)n(t, s," xs
)

#
$ ({dx}),

! (s,t,! ),

!
d"
ds

= A(E(s))" ,!!!!!!!!!!A(E) = A0 (E) + B(E)

i-state changes
and deaths births

e.g.
A0 (E)!( )(") = d!

d"
!g(",E) # µ(",E)!("),!

!! B(E)!( )(") = !(x)$(",E)({dx})
%
& .



First answer: a test on the ingredients

Test whether a specific PSP model is ODE reducible:

Let  (ψ1,...,ψq) := (γ1,...,γq).

Next define V0 =  span{ψ1,...,ψk1
},

Vi =  span(Vi-1 ∪      ∪    (A(E(t))Vi-1)), 

The model is ODE reducible iff  Vi  stays well-defined and  dim(Vi)
finite (i.e., stops increasing from a certain  i  onwards).

all possible E(t)



Characterising model classes

In addition it is useful to construct catalogues of classes
of ODE reducible models, to help modellers who are still in
doubt about specific model ingredients, make their choices
with an eye on future model tractability.

For this purpose observe that the test is no more than an
attempt to construct a vector Ψ  of weight functions such
that  

A(E)Ψ = K(E)Ψ   (**)
for all constant E.

Strategy: Start from some specific promising model class,
and within this class try to solve (**) for Ψ  and K.



Characterising model classes

The following specific class is hallowed by tradition, and has the
good property of allowing the p-state trajectory to be reconstructed
by relatively easy means:

with the γi  seen as output weight functions.
(For the numerics it helps when the βi (E) have small finite support that
smoothly depends on E.)

The latter assumption makes that  (**) can be simplified to

 A0(E)Ψ = H(E)Ψ . (#)

I shall refer to this particular case as  stricly  ODE representable.

!(x,E)(M ) = !i (E)(M )
i=1

r

" # i (x)



Strict ODE representability

All high level results so far pertain to the case where  dim(Ω)=1.
(The results for this case can be combined to make ODE representable models with
dim(Ω)>1, but a full catalogue for general Ω is still lacking.)

Proposition:
(Below  d,  D  stand for an arbitrary scalar, nonsingular matrix  resp.)

The equation (#), 
g(x,E)Ψ′ (x) - µ(x,E)Ψ(x) = H(E)Ψ(x),

has a solution in the unknowns  Ψ   and  H  if and only if one of three
conditions holds good:
(i)               µ(x,E) = g(x,E)µ0(x) + µ1 (E)     (one resulting ODE case)

solution:    Ψ(x) = ds(x),     s(x) = exp[∫  

x
µ0(ξ)dξ] ,        H(E) = µ1 (E).

= the compatible output weight functions



Strict ODE representability

(ii)               µ(x,E) = g(x,E)µ0(x) + µ1 (E) 
 

g(x,E) = g0(x)g1(E) (physiological age case)

solution:    Ψ(x) = s(x)DΞ(x)
Ξ(x) = (eλ1z,..., zk1eλ1z,..., eλrz,..., zkreλrz)T

 

         z = ∫  

x [g0(ξ)]-1 dξ         (so that dz/dt = g1(E))

           H(E) = -µ1 (E)I + g1(E) DΛD-1

           Λ =
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Strict ODE representability

(iii)               µ(x,E) = g(x,E)µ0(x) + µ1 (E) + (k-1)g3(E)z 
 

      g(x,E) = g0(x)(g1(E)+g2(E)z+ g3(E)z2)
solution:      Ψ(x) = s(x)DΞ(x)

      Ξ(x) = (1,..., zk-1)T  
         

      H(E) = -µ1 (E)I + DL(E)D-1

      L(E) =

(generalised
 Von Bertalanffy
 growth case)

0 !(k !1)g3(E)
g1(E) g2 (E) !(k ! 2)g3(E)

!g3(E)
(k !1)g1(E) (k !1)g2 (E)

"

#

$
$
$
$
$$

%

&

'
'
'
'
''

!

!

The growth law of this model family, in addition to von Bertalanffy growth, also
encompasses the other two main growth laws from the literature: logistic, 
a(E)x + b(E)x2, and Gompertz, a(E)x -b(E)xln(x).  (Just transform the x-axis.)



Strict ODE representability

Outline of the proof:
As first step choose a fixed  E=Es  and solve the corresponding version of

(#)               gs(x)Ψ′ (x) - µs(x)Ψ(x) = HsΨ(x),  
for Ψ.  The  result is a matrix exponential in the variable  zs = ∫  

x
[gs(ξ)]-1dξ

times  ss = exp[∫  

x
µs(ξ)dξ].

This tells that the weight functions  ψ  should be linear combinations of
polynomials times exponentials in  zs,  all multiplied with the same  ss.

The fact that these weight functions should not depend on  E  then gives
a set of conditions that should be satisfied by the  ψ,  g  and  µ  together.



Strict ODE representability

There are three possibilities to satisfy these conditions:

Without any restrictions on the eigenvalues of  Hs,  µ  should be
decomposable as  g(x,E)µ0(x) + µ1(E), and the representation should be

(i)   one-dimensional,  or
(ii)  g  should be decomposable as  g(x,E) = g0(x)g1(E).

(iii) For more general growth and death laws the conditions can only be
fulfilled when the eigenvalues of  Hs figuring in the exponentials  lie in
special regular configurations in the complex plane.  

A lot of hard work is then required to render the corresponding class of
representations into a biologically interpretable form. 
The end result becomes a slight extension of the second example at the
end of the ‘Biological Context’ part of the talk.



Prospects

There are at this moment two further special model classes that we
want to explore:

Strict ODE representability for  dim(Ω) > 1,

Size-based models with reproduction through mass conserving
division:

My collaborators and I have already divised various interesting examples
belonging to these classes, but we still are far from having a complete
catague of possible cases.

B(E)!( )(x) = "(x,E) #!(x) + 2 !($x)p(x,{d$})
0

1

%( ).



The end
(for the time being)

Mats Gyllenberg

Odo Diekmann


